3334
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HISTORICAL:

GLO Pg. 12 & 13 1810 - 1857

Book | Page | Maps
-----|------|-----
5    | 60   | B-245 F-27-6
4    | 75   | B-243 B-658
28   | 89   | F-27-4
P-5  | 53   | B-658
1     | 88   |  

CONDITION:

FOUND: 1/2" IRON PIPE PLUG ETACE BK 5 PA. 60

FD ROTTEN STUMP
FD ROTTEN STUMP SCRIBING VISIBLE
NOT FOUND
NOT FOUND
FD GOOD NOW 20" HEM.
FD GOOD NOW 18" HEM.
FD GOOD NOW 8" HEM.

COMMENTS:

REWITNESS

1 SET 2" IRON PIPE WITH 3" BRASS CAP IN 10" TILE & CEMENT
FD 4"x 4"x 60" Post SOUTH 15 feet
"Hat Section
S. E.

FOUND C2 BTS?:

18" SPRUCE N79° 22' 41" FACE VISIBLE
24" HEMLOCK N 3° E 35' 21" SCRIBING VISIBLE

COMMENTS:

THIS CORNER IS LOCATED 100' SOUTH OF A NEW C2 LOGGING ROAD AND 700' NORTH OF STATE HWY.
#131 BEARING TREES, HAVE C2 TAGS, LAYED FD 11/2" IRON PIPE & FD STONE ALONGSIDE MONUMENT.

IN THE PRESENCE OF: GAL EARTH D UNUTT

DATE: 11-4-72

PHOTO: PC

* = County corner tag affixed.